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May 13, 2021
The Hidden Life of Trees:
What They Feel, How
They Communicate by
Peter Wohllenben

A forester's fascinating stories

reveal the extraordinary world

of forests and how trees

communicate and care for one

another.

July 8, 2021
The Splendid and the Vile:
a Saga of Churchill, Family
and Defiance During the
Blitz by Erik Larson
The story of how Churchill held

the country together during the

12 months of ceaseless

bombing and taught the British

the "art of being fearless."

June 10, 2021
She Came to Slay: the Life
and Times of Harriet
Tubman by Erica Dunbar

Tubman is known as the

most famous conductor on

the Underground Railroad.

As a leading abolitionist,

Tubman's bravery and

selflessness inspired

generations in the

continuing struggle for civil

rights. 

Meeting the second Thursday

of each month from 10:30am

until 12:00pm

Look on the online calendar to learn

how to join the next meeting!



August 13, 2020
The 57 Bus: a True Story of
Two Teenagers and the
Crime That Saved Their
Lives by Dashka Slater
Two Oakland teens--one black,

one white--cross paths on the

57 bus. One afternoon's

reckless act changes both of

their lives. and leaves one

facing life imprisonment.

September 10, 2020
Influenza: the Hundred Year
Hunt to Cure the Deadliest
Disease in History by Jeremy
Brown, MD

Dr. Brown explores the troubling,

terrifying and complex history of

the flu virus. He expounds on its

deadly past to solve the mysteries

that could protect us. It is both a

history and a roadmap of what is to

come. 

October 8, 2020
The Fatal Shore by Robert
Hughes

Digging deep into the dark

history of England's infamous

efforts to move 160,000 people

thousands of miles to Australia in

the 18th and 19th centuries.

November 12, 2020
And If I Perish: Frontline
U.S. Army Nurses in World
War II by Evelyn Monahan
and Rosemary Neidel-
Greenlee

From the North African

campaigns to the liberation of

France, army nurses rose to the

demands of war on the

frontlines with grit, humor and

great heroism.

December 10, 2020
Born a Crime: Stories From
a South African
Childhood by Trevor Noah

The compelling, inspiring and

comically sublime coming of

age story, set during the twilight

of apartheid and the tumultuous

days of freedom that followed.

January 14, 2021
Bread and Roses: Mills,
Migrants and the Struggle
for the American Dream by
Bruce Watson

On January 12, 1912, textile

workers stormed out of the mills

in Lawrence, commencing a

strike. Watson reconstructs a

Dickensian drama involving

thousands.

February 11, 2021
My Beloved World by Sonia
Sotomayor

Sotomayor recounts her life

from a Bronx housing project to

the federal bench, a testament

to her determination and the

power of believing in oneself.

Her resolve lead her to

extraordinary heights before the

age of 40. 

March 11, 2021
Evicted: Poverty and Profit
in the American City by
Matthew Desmond
Most poor renting families

spend more than half of their

income on housing and eviction

has become ordinary. Based on

years of research, this book

transforms our understanding of

poverty and economic

exploitation.

April 8, 2021
The Queens of Animation:
the Untold Story of the
Women Who Transformed
the World of Disney and
Made Cinematic History by
Nathalia Holt

Learn about the the influential

group of women who fought for

respect in an often ruthless

male-dominated industry.


